1. CONFIDENTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. SUMMARY: THE RWANDAN GOVERNMENT CONTINUES TO DISCOURAGE PALIPEHUTU ACTIVITY IN REFUGEE CAMPS, BUT IT IS FAR FROM CLEAR THE EXTENT TO WHICH THIS IS BEING ENFORCED. A REPORTED INCURSION BY BURUNDI SOLDIERS IS HEIGHTENING TENSION ON RWANDA’S SOUTHERN
3. Prime Minister Agathe UWILINGIMANA replied 11/28 to Burundi opposition party charges that Rwanda is planning an attack against Burundi jointly with the Palipehutu. She told Burundi refugees during a visit to a refugee camp in Butare Prefecture that they must scrupulously respect international conventions governing refugees. Rwanda, she said, would never allow an armed attack to be launched from its territory against neighboring Burundi. In a subsequent radio interview, the Prime Minister underscored that Rwanda could never repeat never tolerate an attack launched against Burundi from Rwanda. The Prime Minister acknowledged the presence of Palipehutu elements in Rwanda, but said any engaged in activities of a military nature would be expelled from Rwandan territory.

4. UNHCR sent a diplomatic note on November 18 to confidential

Confidential

The government of Rwanda expressing deep concern about security in some of the refugee camps, citing credible reports about military training in the camps. The note pointed out that such activity is contrary to the OAU Convention on Refugees and it appealed to the government of Rwanda to ensure that the OAU convention be respected. UNHCR representative advised charge that this diplomatic note, although marked confidential, is being widely distributed in Burundi.

5. RPF radio Muhabura quoted in full the UNHCR diplomatic note, suggesting that it gave credibility to rumors of Palipehutu activity in Rwanda despite the position of the government. Radio Muhabura went so far as to identify locations of Palipehutu recruitment centers in the region south of Kigali and the names of Palipehutu recruiters.

6. Embassy received disturbing report 11/30 from an American currently working with the Rwandan Protestant Council of Churches which is providing
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NON-FOOD ASSISTANCE TO A SMALL REFUGEE CAMP IN MUYIRA COMMUNE (NORTHERN BUTARE PREFECTURE) RIGHT ON THE BORDER. HE TOLD CHARGE AND VISITING AF/RA MILITARY ADVISOR THAT DURING THE 27-28 NOVEMBER WEEKEND, HE HAD SEEN A GROUP OF ABOUT 30-40 YOUNG MEN AT THE CAMP’S FEEDING CENTER DRESSED IN BRAND NEW CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS, PITH HELMET TYPE HATS, AND CARRYING MILITARY EQUIPMENT. ONE, HE SAID, HAD A ROCKET LAUNCHER ON HIS SHOULDERS.

7. IN A POSSIBLY RELATED INCIDENT, RADIO RWANDA REPORTED 12/01 THAT A BURUNDI MILITARY PATROL HAD CROSSED INTO RWANDA (NGENDU COMMUNE) AND KILLED TWELVE CIVILIANS CLOSE TO THE FRONTIER. THE RADIO REPORT NOTED THAT THIS INCIDENT FOLLOWED ONE IN WHICH A NUMBER OF TUTSI WERE KILLED BY HUTU CIVILIANS IN THE REGION IN QUESTION. EMBASSY DOES NOT HAVE INDEPENDENT CONFIRMATION OF THIS INCIDENT AT THIS TIME.

B. COMMENT: THE PRIME MINISTER’S POSITION ON THIS ISSUE IS RIGHT ON TARGET. THE EYE WITNESS ACCOUNT OF THE AMERICAN AID WORKER IS MOST DISTURBING. EMBASSY WILL TRY TO DEVELOP FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THIS INCIDENT. WE NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT THIS PARTICULAR REFUGEE CAMP, MUTUTU, IS ONE OF THE SMALLEST HAVING ONLY 3,000 TO 4,000 PEOPLE IN IT, AND IS NOT FAR FROM ALLEGED PALIPEHUTU RECRUITMENT SITES IN BUGESERA, NOR FROM THE ALLEGED POINT OF INCURSION BY BURUNDI MILITARY ELEMENTS. END COMMENT.
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